
Description of events:

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 4

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. - “GOGGLES” with Jozel

Have you looked at Steampunk stuff out there and wish you had Steampunk goggles for your doll?  If so,

come to this class to see them yourself!  (FREE CLASS)

3:00 - 5:00 p.m. - Photography

Bring your dolls to take part in this fun class and let them become a celebrity!!  Surprise!!!!!!!  (FREE)

5:30 p.m. - Art Exhibition

See beautiful one of a kind dolls by all invited artists plus Goodreau and Creedy!

20% of all sales will go to a charity (not chosen yet) (FREE - but we hope you buy something)

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5

9:00 - 9:45 a.m. - Art Rogers “Imagination Run Wild” Seminar

This informative and entertaining presentation will reveal to you the process and evolution behind the

scenes at Chatham Village Bears.  Join Art and George as they guide you through their creative Bear

making journey. (FREE)

10:00 - 10:45 a.m. - Beverly Stoehr “Raggedy Ann’s”

Please join Beverly as she will be giving a presentation on Raggedy Ann Dolls from the beginning of the

first Raggedy Ann to the present Raggies.  You will learn how she does fabrics and creates her themes for

her Raggies. (FREE)

1:00 - 2:00 p.m. - Sculpting in Different Medias with Paulette, Berdine, & Kim Lasher.

Each artist will have 15 minutes to explain and show their choice of media they are using in their

sculpting. (FREE)

2:00 - 3:00 p.m. - “Next American Top BJD Model” by Michele Hardy

Join Michele’s top models, Melodi and Lindy, for a fun contest - Bring a dressed American BJD to enter

(any size, any sculpt).  Everyone can enter!  You may make an outfit for your doll or put one together out

of found parts.  Face-up can be standard or custom, etc. One (1) entry per person.  Prizes (fun, not serious)

will be awarded in three (3) categories: “attitude”, overall look, and hair, makeup and accessories. (FREE)

3:00 - 4:00 - Wig class with Jozel

Do you have a doll or dolls that are hard to fit in the wigs in your dolly land?  You will need to bring some

small sharp scissors, needle, thread, a small ruler, and a tape measure, as well as the doll or dolls you want

the wig to fit on - don’t forget the wig(s) too!!!!!!!!!!!  (FREE)

3:00 - 5:00 - Photography with your dolls.  Surprise!!!  Celebrity’s you will be!!!! Come for your cover shot

to be on the front of Dolls Magazine!  (FREE)

4:00 - 5:00 p.m. - BJD Info with Michele Hardy

Hands on seminar on everything you need to know about your BJD’s brief demonstration on face-ups, etc.

(FREE)

EXTRA MAGICAL HOURS - SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 9:00 - Noon

Face-ups by Michelle Hardy and Berdine Creedy - Learn how easy it really is to do a face up on your BJD’s

as Michelle and Berdine guide you through the process - You will get a Creedy head to learn on and the

bodies will be available for a separate cost.   This event is not included in the cost of the convention -

COST: $75.00
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